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Results

Background
Questions make up nearly one-third of maternal utterances in middleclass English-speaking families [1]. Children recognize questions from
early on: 12-month-olds distinguish between interrogative and
declarative word order [2]. But which specific cues do children use
to recognize questions?

Pronouns

Cues to questionhood include syntactic, lexical, and prosodic markers.
Yet many of the same cues can be used in non-interrogative contexts.
We investigate the use of lexical cues in subject-verb inverted (SVI)
utterances, which are often used to mark polar questions in Dutch and
other languages.

Research Question
How reliably do SVI utterances mark
questionhood?
How might children use other cues to
recognize questions in this syntactic context?

The second-person singular pronoun (je; ‘you’) is by far the most
frequently used pronoun.
It appeared more often in questioning compared to nonquestioning SVI utterances.

Verbs

Methods
211 CHILDES [3] transcripts of child-caregiver interaction in Dutch were
retrieved in which the children were aged between 1;5 and 3;6.
We extracted all 8,644 caregiver SVI utterances and coded each one for
the matrix verb used, the subject form, and whether or not it was a polar
question.

In questioning SVI utterances, the verbs willen, zullen, hebben,
weten, and zien (‘want’, ‘shall’, ‘know’, ‘see’) occurred more often.
In non-questioning SVI utterances, the verbs moeten, kunnen, doen,
and vinden (‘must/should’, ‘can’, ‘do’, ‘find/think’) occurred more
often.

Examples of
questioning
SVI utterances

Examples of a
non-questioning
SVI utterances

Ga jij een trein bouwen?
Go you a train build?
(Are you going to build a train?)

Doe jij je
jas maar weer aan.
Do you your jacket but back on.
(Put your jacket back on.)

Heb je nog steeds dorst?
Have you still
thirst?
(Are you still thirsty?)

Moet je daar eens kijken.
Must you there take-a-look.
(Look at that.)

Zullen we gaan tekenen?
Shall we go
draw?
(Shall we draw something?)

Laten we dat snel gaan doen.
Let us that quickly go
do.
(Let’s do that quickly.)

Verbs with je (‘you’)

This graph shows the occurrence of verbs for the second-person
singular pronoun (je; ‘you’) only.

Conclusions
SVI utterances themselves are a highly reliable cue to questionhood but:

The verbs willen ‘want’ and hebben ‘have’ appeared most often with
questioning SVIs
The verbs moeten ‘must/should’ and kunnen ‘can’ strongly
predicted non-questioning SVIs.

The presence of the second-person pronoun and some specific verb
forms might help children to recognize questions even more effectively.
Next steps: measuring children’s online use of these cues to predict
upcoming speaker changes in conversation
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